GCHC Meeting Monday, May 1
Missing: Bobby, Ting

Spring formal review:
- Abe: generally seemed to go well, looking for feedback from the committee
- Laura: music (DJ) wasn’t good, heard complaints on this from multiple people
- Olivia: people liked the live band, was “elegant”
- Nancy: vodka-based mixed drinks weren’t well-received
- Olivia: aside: a closet downstairs has a ton of alcohol (master key opens it), can be used towards social hour
- Olivia: formal getting back to being a more “elegant” night, as opposed to outright debauchery (cf last time)
- Abe: we did clash with Woodrow Wilson’s formal, next time should check what other events are taking place at the same time
- Abe: people seemed to be lingering for a while after the formal, what was the reason?
- Sid: there wasn’t a clear sign that the party was over, and people were supposed to leave. Slight issue getting carts in to put tables etc in.
- Oak: not necessarily a bad thing, people hanging around — otherwise people will go elsewhere and could be disruptive
- Abe: was the event too short? Should it have ended at 2am?
- Olivia: in that case, it would have to start later since Public Safety is hired for 4 hours
- Abe: decorations etc were successful, next time should stick to the same format. Main things — get alcohol sorted, check for other events at the same time
- Laura: drink lines were short, but entry lines at the start were a bit long as people didn’t realize there were 2 lines

Dbar review and finances:
- Vicki: on track, $15k going into the summer (good), trying to decide cut-down summer hours. Tentatively MWF for now.

Facilities:
- Ingrid: going well, cleaning schedule Wednesday 8am to clean OGC TV room
- Ingrid: re: new GC TV room — meeting with Jo from OIT, could put in new 55” TV screen with plexiglass + Apple TV. Would come to $2370, but keeping in mind that this pays for maintenance from OIT going forward also.
- Abe: room used a lot during the summer (since also air-conditioned). Vote whether to replace ourselves (possibly at a cheaper price) or go with the above option.
- Vote: unanimously in favour of going with the OIT option.
- Laura: Laundry signs set up, mold got done out of NGC but not OGC (which is not so bad yet as there were signs there put previously)
- Abe: for payment, GCHC credit card will take a while to get set up, but Abe can use his department credit card with appropriate chartstring etc.
- Olivia: don’t pay people (large amounts) by check or cash out-of-pocket

Coffee house:
- Kyle: should coffee be open over summer?
- Abe: it’s a group study thing, so likely going to be much less busy over summer
- Consensus: probably best to close after final exams
- Kyle: plan to get food for first day of reading period

Summer events:

- Abe: would be good to have a house committee dinner (cheesecake factory, or similar?) before semester ends to celebrate a successful semester. Tentative May 21st, will send out a doodle poll.
- Oak: social hour over summer — legal implications, getting registered?
- Olivia: previously, food outside (no alcohol), then indoors social hour